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Create a new outdoor experience

DOOR SLIDE

Door Slide is a frameless sliding glass
panel system, ideal to close and
protect vertically openings of outdoor
areas that require protection form any
weather conditions.
The system is fixed inside the frame
(aluminum, steel, concrete etc) with
runners on all four sides. At the bottom
runner there is also a specially design
drainage system, making Door Slide
completely waterproof.
There are two different models. The
3 way runner and the 5 way runner.
Below are the different configurations
provided. Dimensions are always made
to measure
3 RUNERS MODEL

Single Side
2 Panels

Single Side
3 Panels

Double Side
8 Panels

Double Side
10 Panels

5 RUNERS MODEL

CHARACTERISTICS

Single Side
4 Panels

Single Side
4 Panels

Double Side
8 Panels

Double Side
10 Panels

- 10mm tempered glass panels
- Perimatrical guide rail system
- Locking system
- Easy slide mechanism
- Door Handle
- Integrated drainage system
ADVANTAGES
Complete insulation
Ideal for AC or heating
Clear view, no aluminum frames
Leaving the space open
No hanging, no weight to the frame
Many combinations
Made to measure

Integrated drainage system
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DOOR FOLD

Door Fold is a frameless folding glass
panel system, ideal to close and
protect vertically openings of outdoor
areas that require protection form any
weather conditions.
The system is fixed inside the frame
(aluminum, steel, concrete etc) with
ran aluminum top runner. At the
bottom the system is completely free,
allowing easy passage. There are two
different models. The folding and
the bi-folding with hinges. Below are
the different models. Dimensions are
always made to measure

FOLDING MODEL

BI-FOLDING MODEL

Without frame

CHARACTERISTICS

ADVANTAGES

- 10mm tempered glass panels
- Top guide rail system
- Locking system
- Easy slide mechanism
- Door Handle

Ideal for AC or heating
Clear view, no aluminum frames
Leaving the space open
Many combinations
Made to measure

With frame

Door Fold models are operating with a hanging
mechanism and always require steel or concrete
supporting frame.
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HIGH LOW

High Low is a retractable glass system
designed to protect shaded areas
from wind, cold and heat. The operation is manual with counterweights,
or with electric motor. There is always
one fixed panel at the bottom and
another one or two are retracting
downwards with no effort at all.
HighLow is available in two models:
FREESTANDING / TELESCOPIC
BUILT-IN MANUAL / ELECTRIC
Dimensions are always made to
measure.

FREESTANDING / TELESCOPIC MODEL

FREESTANDING
With standard 8X4 pillars
and 10mm tempered
glass.
Structure always without
frame.

TELESCOPIC
Without pillars and
6mm laminate top glass
and 8mm tempered
bottom glass. The
retractable panel has
always a thin aluminum
frame.

BUILT-IN MANUAL / ELECTRIC MODEL

CHARACTERISTICS
FREESTANDING
- Ideal to protect open areas or
areas shaded with parasols and
awnings
- Create an ellegant glass fence
- Protect from strong wind
- Adjustable at any height
- Made to measure

BUILT-IN
- Total closure, perfect to use them
in AC areas
- Easy slide mechanism for smooth
retraction
- Framelss panels that do not
interrupt the view from inside
- Adjustable at any height
- Made to measure

With or without motor, in
2 or th3 panels and 10mm
tempered glass panels.
The panels are frameless
and the counterweights
are integrated inside the
vertical guide rails.

Electric models are operated by Somfy motors
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